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“We started with some lab work testing unstructured data that we’d 

created. The results were quite impressive – the solution was one 

of the most powerful we had seen in terms of the level of detail and 

control over the data that we could have. We spent three months in 

this phase before we went full blown with the project. The decision 

was a simple one and we went down the path pretty quickly.”

–Shawn Fernandes 
 Senior Director for Infrastructure and Technology Services, 
 The MENTOR Networker
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THE CUSTOMER
The MENTOR Network

LOCATION

Boston, Massachusetts

INDUSTRY

Human Services 
(Healthcare – for profit organisation)

Founded in 1980, The MENTOR Network’s roots date back to 1980 

when the organisation, as Massachusetts MENTOR, received its 

first contract to provide therapeutic foster care to children and 

adolescents. Today, it has evolved from a single, residential program 

provider serving juvenile offenders to a national diversified network 

offering an array of quality, innovative services to adults and children 

with intellectual and developmental disabilities, brain and spinal cord 

injuries and other catastrophic injuries and illnesses, and to youth 

with emotional, behavioural and medically complex challenges as 

well as their families.

The Network operates in 38 states across the US and one of its most significant 
clients is the federal government – through Medicaid and Medicare. Since 
its founding it has never wavered from its goals of “Building Relationships. 
Enhancing Lives.” Tying The Network together is a well-defined set of policies, 
procedures and quality standards that create a level of support and consistency 
unavailable elsewhere.
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THE CHALLENGE
The Network’s infrastructure is exceptionally complex. Five years ago it had 
just 4,000 users – today that number has grown to 7,500 users across 360 
distributed offices – a mix of both large and small, all using Microsoft productivity 
tools and web based applications. It needed a way to manage the five terabytes 
of data being stored and accessed in its two data centres.

Shawn Fernandes, senior director for infrastructure and technology services 
for the MENTOR Network, explains, “We had a number of issues that we were 
looking to address – people changing role within the organisation and the 
access clean up or control as a result. More importantly when protected or 
sensitive data was moved out of a controlled directory, or even where there was 
wider audience directory, we needed to make sure that sensitive data could be 
controlled despite changes users might make whether accidentally or not. We 
know that there are people who have permission to access sensitive consumer 
data, and making sure that as roles changed and new access requests were 
received, we maintained the integrity of who was seeing what based upon their 
roles and privileges. What I wanted to introduce was the ability to audit who was 
accessing what, who was moving what and reversely what was moved by whom.”

Like any organisation, The Network has data that is growing rapidly. In Shawn’s 
words “Everyone is creating and very few are deleting.”
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EVALUATION PARAMETERS
Prior to the Varonis deployment, Shawn’s team would run queries using SQL 
to produce basic reports of its data but struggled as it was difficult to structure 
the results. Shawn explains, “We got some strong recommendations from our 
partners about Varonis so we had a look at what it could do. We started with 
some lab work, testing unstructured data that we’d created. The results were 
impressive – the solution was one of the most powerful we had seen in terms of 
the level and control over the data that we could have. We spent three months in 
this phase before we went full blown with the project. The decision was a simple 
one and we went down the path pretty quickly.”

THE SOLUTION
The Network chose Varonis DatAdvantage for Windows, Varonis DataPrivilege 
and IDU Classification Framework.

Using Varonis DatAdvantage The Network can aggregate its Active Directory 
user and group details, ACL information and all data access events – without 
requiring native OS auditing – to build a complete picture of who can and 
who is accessing data, and providing data owners with information about who 
should have their access refined or revoked. Combining it with the Varonis IDU 
Classification Framework gives The Network visibility into the content of its data, 
providing intelligence on where sensitive data resides across its file systems.

Shawn adds, “Data classification is huge for us because it gives us the 
opportunity to assess what type of data we have out there and then make sure 
that, if it is sensitive, we have the appropriate controls around that data so it can 
only be accessed on an ‘as needs’ basis.”

The Network added DataPrivilege into the program to automate data governance 
by providing a framework for users and data owners to be directly involved in the 
access review and authorisation workflows. Shawn describes the map he’s been 
able to create, using the Varonis suite, to record users’ access to data across the 
field as ‘a big spider web of shares’.
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On a daily basis a user’s access requirements can change dependant on which 
patients they are looking after or what program they’re part of. Shawn explains, 

“The ability to clean up and then pass the access management to the users so 
they can administer it themselves with DataPrivilege, thereby removing IT from 
the equation, is massive for The Network.”

Although The Network hasn’t performed a full evaluation of the success of the 
project, in terms of ROI, in Minnesota alone it has had a huge impact and this 
type of improvement is replicated across the organisation. Here we identified 
data owners and trained them to administer access to their data starting with the 
request, all the way to auditing access periodically.

Following the introduction of DataPrivilege, the workload for its team of two IT 
people – managing the shares for that state – has decreased by 50%. Instead 
program managers now handle requests themselves, through a self-service 
portal, making the process efficient.

The Varonis Suite allows The Network to provide reports on the access controls 
it has in place in response to SOX audits. It has also been able to tighten up 
its permissions by analysing, and then producing reports, detailing who hasn’t 
accessed data and then alerting the relevant data owners so they can consider 
pulling them out of the groups. Today, Shawn is focusing efforts on global groups 
(everyone, domain users, etc.), monitoring access and identifying who the people 
are that are accessing these with to replace them with restricted groups.

Shawn concludes, “When you think that, in the last five years, the user base 
has doubled across the organisation, accessing a growing number of shares, 
the work would also have increased for my team. Today we actually receive far 
fewer calls with panic from data owners because someone has moved data out 
of a controlled share without realising the implications. Instead of looking for a 
needle in a haystack, we can now use DatAdvantage to quickly identify the data 
in question, and it helps us resolve those queries very quickly. It becomes a five 
minute query and resolution. By addressing many of the challenges we were 
facing early enough we’ve been able to prevent a big drain on IT resources  
and keep the same level of people providing a much better service to twice  
as many users.”
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BUSINESS BENEFITS
IDENTIFY DATA OWNERS AND MAINTAIN OWNERSHIP INTEGRITY

Assess the types of data The Network has and make sure that, if it is sensitive,  
it has appropriate controls around that data so it can only be accessed on an  

‘as needs’ basis.

PASS ACCESS MANAGEMENT TO DATA OWNERS SO THEY CAN 
ADMINISTER ACCESS THEMSELVES

On a daily basis The Network’s user’s access requirements can change 
dependant on which consumers they are looking after or what program they’re 
part of. To pass control to the business and have them individually responsible  
so that, when there’s a change in the business, they can manage it themselves  
is immense.

RESPOND QUICKLY AND EFFICIENTLY TO SOX AUDITS

When The Network needs to provide reports on access it can now easily fulfil 
these requests on the access controls it has in place and compliance reporting 
against those controls.

PREVENT A DRAIN ON IT RESOURCES

By addressing many of the challenges The Network was facing early enough 
it has been able to prevent a drain on IT resources to keep the same level of 
people providing a much better service to twice as many users.
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WORLDWIDE HEADQUARTERS

1250 Broadway, 31st Floor, New York, NY 10001  T 877-292-8767  E sales@varonis.com  W www.varonis.com

UNITED KINGDOM AND IRELAND

Varonis UK Ltd., Warnford Court, 29 Throgmorton Street, London, UK EC2N 2AT  T +44 0207 947 4160  E sales-uk@varonis.com  W www.varonis.com

WESTERN EUROPE

Varonis France SAS, 13-15 rue Jean Jaures (1er Etage) 92800 Puteaux  T +33 184 88 56 00  E sales-france@varonis.com  W sites.varonis.com/fr

GERMANY, AUSTRIA AND SWITZERLAND

Varonis Deutschland GmbH, Welserstrasse 88, 90489 Nürnberg  T +49(0) 911 8937 1111  E sales-germany@varonis.com  W sites.varonis.com/de

ABOUT VARONIS
Varonis is the leading provider of software solutions for unstructured, human-
generated enterprise data. Varonis provides an innovative software platform that 
allows enterprises to map, analyze, manage and migrate their unstructured data. 
Varonis specializes in human-generated data, a type of unstructured data that 
includes an enterprise’s spreadsheets, word processing documents, presentations, 
audio files, video files, emails, text messages and any other data created by 
employees. This data often contains an enterprise’s financial information, product 
plans, strategic initiatives, intellectual property and numerous other forms of vital 
information. IT and business personnel deploy Varonis software for a variety of use 
cases, including data governance, data security, archiving, file synchronization, 
enhanced mobile data accessibility and information collaboration.

Free 30-day assessment:

WITHIN HOURS OF INSTALLATION

You can instantly conduct a permissions audit: File and folder access permissions 
and how those map to specific users and groups. You can even generate reports.

WITHIN A DAY OF INSTALLATION

Varonis DatAdvantage will begin to show you which users are accessing the data, 
and how.

WITHIN 3 WEEKS OF INSTALLATION

Varonis DatAdvantage will actually make highly reliable recommendations about 
how to limit access to files and folders to just those users who need it for their jobs.
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